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Facts About Gay and Lesbian Youth Suicide*

- Suicide is the leading cause of death among Gay and Lesbian youth nationally.
- 30% of Gay youth attempt suicide near the age of 15.
- Gays and Lesbians are two to six times more likely to suicide than Heterosexuals.
- Almost half of the Gay and Lesbian teens state they have attempted suicide more than once.
- It has been conservatively estimated the 1,500 Gay and Lesbian youth commit suicide every year.

*SPEAK is an Educational/Advocacy organization. We do not offer intervention or counseling. If you or anyone you know is contemplating suicide, call 1-800-273-TALK immediately.

SPEAK, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

dedication

This production is dedicated to all the voices that have been silenced through ignorance and cruelty, unacceptance and suicide. I dedicate it to my teachers – my children Hannah, Rebecca and Doron who teach me how the world is changing each day; to my cast and crew who have made me more proud to be a part of something than I could ever imagine; and to my past students, now grown adults that I am grateful made it through – Brian, Matt, Jeff, Nick, Andrew, Erin, John, and Greg. I am so glad you all know how much you are loved and how you are perfect just the way you are.
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director's note

bare - an adjective meaning without covering or clothing; naked; nude; open to view; unconcealed; undisguised.
bare - a verb meaning to open to view; reveal or divulge.

I have wanted to direct this musical for a long time. The story has haunted me - the music is so beautiful; the tale too true.

I have watched so many young people struggle with figuring out who they are and what they believe about life and their place in the world. Many hide behind masks unable to be themselves because they will be bullied or disowned or damned. This story is fictitious but we all know these characters in real life – a Nadia who is overweight and makes jokes to cover it; a Matt who is desperate to be seen by anyone as special, especially the girl he loves who doesn’t even know he is there; Jason, a golden boy who may not have it all together like he appears and hides all his pain through a stoic smile; and Ivy, who is so busy not knowing how to love herself that she looks for recognition and validation in the eyes of boys who sleep with her; and finally, the Peters of the world; honest, pure, sensitive, picked on and bullied in school, trying to make their way and just be accepted by their family as themselves - whether gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, questioning, etc.

At first the story may seem to be anti-religious since the students at the boarding school complain about it, but then in the next breath and throughout the story, they are all looking for spiritual guidance, for love and acceptance. The story is not anti-religion at all – it is just anti-damnation. “Love is love,” as one character says. How amazing it would be to live in a world where parents, friends and teachers could love you unconditionally regardless of who you love and how you love. Could we all be bare? Is there hope for a world in which we can be open and honest, to remove the mask we wear and the roles we play and really be ourselves and express our true feelings and love and accept one another?

bare: a pop opera uses a famous plot device of the play within a play – a retelling of the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet with a twist - a gay theme of two male lovers who cannot be together and with love triangles galore – sounds like high school right? Exactly. Pretty accurate. So who cares that the lovers are both guys? Hasn’t gay marriage laws passed in more and more states? Am I really that naïve? No, unfortunately we have a long way to go before two men kissing will be looked at as normal. But love is love in this story, and maybe the writers got it right. As an educator and a parent, I think it is my responsibility to be a part of the solution. So.........If you are a mom or dad, grandparent, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, cousin or friend - make sure you love the people in your life who might be represented on this stage tonight and let them know it is ok for them to bare themselves to you. As a talented and wise young man told me, “the only thing you have to bare is the truth.”

bare: a pop opera uses a famous plot device of the play within a play – a retelling of the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet with a twist - a gay theme of two male lovers who cannot be together and with love triangles galore – sounds like high school right? Exactly. Pretty accurate. So who cares that the lovers are both guys? Hasn’t gay marriage laws passed in more and more states? Am I really that naïve? No, unfortunately we have a long way to go before two men kissing will be looked at as normal. But love is love in this story, and maybe the writers got it right. As an educator and a parent, I think it is my responsibility to be a part of the solution. So.........If you are a mom or dad, grandparent, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, cousin or friend - make sure you love the people in your life who might be represented on this stage tonight and let them know it is ok for them to bare themselves to you. As a talented and wise young man told me, “the only thing you have to bare is the truth.”

the place - St. Cecilia’s Boarding School and other nearby locations
the time - now

act 1

Scene 1 - St. Cecilia’s Church
“Epiphany” - Company

Scene 2 - Hallway
“You & I” - Jason, Peter, & Students
“Role of a Lifetime” - Peter

Scene 3 - St. Cecilia’s Stage
“Auditions” - Sister Chantelle & Students
“Plain Jane Fat Ass” - Nadia & Jason

Scene 4 - Library
“Wonderland” - Lucas with Zach, Nadia, Ivy, Jason, Peter, Matt, Rory, Kyra, Tanya & Nick

Scene 5 - Nadia & Ivy’s Dorm Room
“Quiet Night at Home” - Nadia

Scene 6 - At the Rave
“Rolling” - Students
“Best Kept Secret” - Peter & Jason

Scene 7 - St. Cecilia’s Church
“Confession” - Students & Priest

Scene 8 - St. Cecilia’s Art Classroom
“Portrait of a Girl” - Ivy & Matt

Scene 9 - Nadia & Ivy’s Dorm Room
“Birthday, Bitch!” - Students

Scene 10 - St. Cecilia’s Church
“Are You There?” - Peter & Matt
“911! Emergency!” - Sister Chantelle, Kyra, & Tanya

Scene 11 - St. Cecilia’s Stage
“Reputation Stain’d” - Students

Scene 12 - Nadia & Ivy’s Dorm Room/Peter & Jason’s Dorm Room
“Spring” - Nadia

Scene 13 - Peter & Jason’s Dorm Room, Various Locations
“One” - Ivy, Jason, Nadia Matt, & Peter

- There will be a ten minute intermission -
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scene 1</th>
<th>St. Cecilia’s Church</th>
<th>“Wedding Bells” – Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Scene 2 | Hallway             | “In The Hallway’ - Students  
|         |                     | “Touch My Soul” - Ivy & Jason |
| Scene 3 | Peter & Jason’s Dorm Room/Claire’s Home | “See Me” - Peter & Claire  
|         |                     | “Warning” - Claire |
| Scene 4 | St. Cecilia’s Stage | “Pilgrim’s Hands” - Students & Sister Chantelle  
|         |                     | “God Don’t Make No Trash” - Sister Chantelle |
| Scene 5 | - Nadia & Ivy’s Dorm Room/Peter & Jason’s Dorm Room | “All Grown Up” - Ivy |
| Scene 6 | - St. Cecilia’s Stage | “Promise” - Jason, Ivy Matt, Peter, & Nadia |
| Scene 7 | - Peter & Jason’s Dorm Room/On the Grounds of St. Cecilia’s | “Once Upon a Time” - Jason |
| Scene 8 | - St. Cecilia’s Church | “Cross” - Priest & Jason |
| Scene 9 | Backstage           | “Two Households” - Sister Chantelle & Students  
|         |                     | “Bare” - Jason & Peter |
| Scene 10 | St. Cecilia’s Stage | “Queen Mob” - Jason & Peter  
|          |                     | “A Glooming Peace” - Students |
| Scene 11 | Confessional       | “Absolution” - Peter & Priest |
| Scene 12 | Graduation         | “No Voice” - Company |

The videotaping or other video or audio recording of this production is strictly prohibited.

In compliance with Winthrop University policy, we ask smokers to use the designated area across the driveway from the front of Johnson Hall.
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